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Prospect.4
NEW ORLEANS
at various venues
A highlight of Prospect.4 is Jeff Whetstone’s “Batture Ritual” at UNO St. Claude Gallery, which 
documents and dramatizes the use of the marshy space in photographs and a meditative video. 
There’s an image of a gutted catfish studded with gemlike flies. Hazy pictures juxtaposing 
subsistence fishermen with ocean tankers have varied surface textures, resulting from the way 
moonbeams and the ships’ orange lights settled in Whetstone’s long exposures. This body of work 
conveys the spongy impermanence of the batture, pitching it as a spatial synecdoche of New 
Orleans, a city that absorbs the cultural traditions that its coastal location has opened it to.
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Prospect.4
Eva Díaz

Jeff Whetstone’s photographs taken upriver in Louisiana explore the interstitial tidal and flood zone 
between river and levee—the batture—that locals use as a kind of public commons because its tran-
sitory existence eludes property claims. In an accompanying film, shots of enormous container ships 
from parts international are shown moving doggedly along the Mississippi, dwarfing but not extin-
guishing the precarious existence of the men and women who haunt the spaces no one else uses, and 
presenting an affecting document of the gleaners and gatherers—the fisherman, snake catchers, and 
flotsam collectors—that capitalism neglects.

Thankfully, there is no sense of merely “touching down” here; though Whetstone is based in Prince-
ton, New Jersey, his work demonstrates how localism in its best sense is a sustained engagement with 
place and people. The flawed infrastructure of Prospect is, however, limiting the exhibition’s potential 
to nourish a conversation between the near and the distant: the failure to see education, signage, and 
public involvement as curatorial responsibilities discounts civic participation, and its lack of com-
mitment to an informed and critical discourse leans on publicity and media visibility rather than 
exchange and depth.



What Does Art Look Like in America's Most "Prophetic" City?
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At the UNO-St. Claude Gallery, another photo show, of Jeff Whetstone’s color prints, accompanied 
by a slow, meditative video projection, pictures life along the batture, a local term for the land 
between river and levee. Lined with oil refineries and other manufacturing plants, adjacent to the 
shipping lanes traversed by supertankers, it also supports fishermen and crabbers. An image of 
a flayed and gutted catfish covered in iridescent green flies, one saucer eye still glowing balefully, 
suggests the almost certainly toxic nature of the catch.
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Prospect.4 film about the Mississippi River is poetry on screen

Jeff Whetstone’s film “The Batture Ritual,” 2017, currently on view at UNO St. Claude Gallery, 2429 
St. Claude Ave., New Orleans, can be considered a portrait of the Mississippi River. Historically 
portraits have offered a narrowed or focused perspective on a person, and this piece does the same 
for a familiar place.

The film opens with a nighttime shot of a bare-chested young man carrying a large catfish out of the 
river. He wears a small headlamp and his face is out of focus. We see only a blurry silhouette, so we 
contemplate the act of fishing rather than the character of the fisherman himself.

Viewed alongside a series of related spotlit photographs of fish, snakes, and trees, the 23-minute 
film is part of “Prospect.4: The Lotus in Spite of the Swamp.”



The film’s long but shuffled shots don’t allow for a narrative to form. Instead, they show how at 
different times of day man and nature meet on the batture (the strip of silt, between the levee and 
the Mississippi, that is exposed when the river is at its lowest level).

Though Whetstone lives and works in Princeton, New Jersey, he was able to make sustained 
observations of the river during his stay with the environmentally-focused local residency A Studio 
in the Woods.

Perhaps reflecting his extended time focused on the river, the pace of Whetstone’s film is slow and 
poetic as it portrays a largely industrial atmosphere. Huge commercial tankers and cruise ships 
chug across the screen past a comparatively tiny Vietnamese fisherman perched on the bank.

The catfish, dragged around by hooks in the mud or strung together by their mouths on string, are 
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The photographer’s expo at UNO St. Claude Gallery is part of Prospect.4
by D. Eric Bookhardt

If you had to name a single thing that defined this city, you'd be out of luck. But if you could name 
two, the river and the people might get you within striking distance. Both profoundly influence 
each other in a place where nature is an inescapable presence. Photographer Jeff Whetstone explores 
that lingering wild world in his Batture series, on display as part of the Prospect.4 contemporary 
art triennial. The series is focused on that shape-shifting sliver along the river where land and water 
change places with the seasons. As an unlikely urban wilderness coexisting with massive industrial 
compounds and ships as big as the tallest skyscrapers, the batture provides a haven for the fishermen 
and solitary wanderers whose presence blends seamlessly with its swampy foliage.

Batture fishermen are as varied as the city's neighborhoods, and many of Whetstone's subjects are 
Vietnamese people who might look at home in the Mekong Delta. In Eastern Hope (pictured), a man 
waist deep in water clutches a net as a massive ship, the Eastern Hope, plies the twilight waters amid 
the eerie glow of a nearby industrial complex. Here a solitary human looks puny and fragile against 
the vast river and its mechanical behemoths. Fish Pile is a night scene of a fisherman from the waist 
down as he stands over his haul of freshly caught catfish. Bathed in electric light, his



grimy camouflage shorts and serpentine leg tattoos mimic the baroque foliage of the forest in the 
surrounding shadows. In Catfish, the remnants of a gutted, filleted catfish appear on a driftwood 
plank used as an impromptu cutting board. Not long dead, its open eyes and dozens of iridescent 
green bottle flies lend the scene the bejeweled presence of a Dutch baroque vanitas painting. That 
portentous, allegorical sensibility is elaborated in Snake, in which a man clutches a snake by its 
head as its long, slender body coils around his lower arm. A Tennessee native trained in zoology, 
Whetstone illuminates the improbable mysteries of the batture as a kind of urban primeval forest.
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Prospect.4 exhibitions are full of surprises -- like Easter eggs

North Carolina-based Jeff Whetstone takes over the intimate UNO St. Claude Gallery with 
lush wallpaper, color photographs, and a video. Whetstone’s beautiful meditation on life on the 
Mississippi River was birthed from an artist residency at A Studio in the Woods in Lower Coast 
Algiers, demonstrating how Prospect.4 soars when its artists have sustained engagement with local 
organizations and the city itself.

Art Review :
Prospect.4 Rises to the Occasion in New Orleans

by Rebecca Lee Reynolds / December 1, 2017

Jeff Whetstone’s project at the UNO St. Claude Gallery explored the life of the batture, the strip 
of land along the shore of the Mississippi River that often floods. His video, The Batture Ritual, 
shows giant barges coming down the river as local Vietnamese men fish from the batture, and the 
photographs in the gallery show the results of their work, such as a big catfish filleted and covered 
with neon green flies.



John Akomfrah’s new film may be this Prospect’s blockbuster but at least two dozen other artworks 
are as provocative and compelling, including Dawit Petros’s installation of photographs from the 
2016 series The Stranger’s Notebook; Sonia Boyce’s split-screen video Crop Over, 2007, about the 
explosive incongruities between lingering colonialism and festival culture in Barbados; Radcliffe 
Bailey’s lovely new sound piece in Crescent Park; Daryl Montana’s incredible Mardi Gras costumes; 
and Jeff Whetstone’s recent photographs and video of the batture, a liminal stretch of land along the 
river, which is only exposed when the tides go down.
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